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To: libe-secretariat@ep.europa.eu

Have recently found a delegation from the European Parliament's Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs,
had visited Malta about a month ago on the matter of rule of law, justice and so on.

Many things have been said about Malta being so corrupt, and the total impunity enjoyed by persons occupying high
positions in Malta (not necessary politicians, as these at least try to take revenge of each other), it's all in vain reporting
because all local authorities, the Courts, the Police, are corrupt, Malta being so small, such persons of authorities end all
becoming friends of friends covering up the abuses of each other, and they will make your life hell if you the man in the
street, their victim, dare expose their abuses.

With all difficulties I managed to set up a website where had I dared write one single word untrue, rest assured they would
have massacred me with libels, with the court being their playing ground and the friends of friends they have. This is a link
to one of the webpages ( https://tinyurl.com/yn38k36f ), if you are suspicious of links, google the words "impunity malta
style" and comes the 1st one the same webpage. I would appreciate if you could bring to the attention of this Committee
my story and tell me what else can I do at EU level on these injustices and violation of human rights I am suffering in this
corrupt Malta. I ask why does the EU, EP, seem to have such double standards, do not hesitate to take immediate action
against say Poland and Hungary, but on Malta being a complete hell for injustices and corruption they never considered
penalizing it? Rest assured my case is not an isolated one, others maybe had no one to speak for them, where afraid of
doing it, and their case died with them through their silence - it is called the silence of the innocents, rather not speak or
suffer further repercussions.

Nicholas Grech
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